p nDec(K/F) for the subgroups of Bτ(K/F) and Όec(K/F) consisting of all elements with exponent dividing p n . A key issue in several past constructions of division algebras has been the non-triviality of the factor group p Bτ(K/F)/ p Όcc(K/F) for suitable abelian extensions K/F. For instance, the Amitsur-RowenTignol construction of an algebra of index 8 with involution with no quaternion subalgebra ( [ART] ) depends crucially on the existence of a triquadratic extension K/F for which 2 Bτ(K/F) φ 2 Dec(K/F). Similarly, the constructions of indecomposable algebras of exponent p by Tignol ([T2]) and Jacob ( [J] ) also depend on the existence of an (elementary) abelian extension K/F for which p
Br(K/F)^pDec(K/F).
The extension fields K/F that occur in these examples above are all of exponent p, and it is an interesting question whether there exist abelian extensions K/F whose Galois groups have arbitrarily high (ppower) exponents for which the factor group p Br(K/F)/ p Όec(K/F) is non-trivial. The purpose of this paper is to show that for each n > 1 (n > 2 if p = 2), there exists an abelian extension K/F with Galois group Z/p n ZxZ/pZ (and thus, of exponent p n ) and an algebra A e p Bτ(K/F) such that A φ p Όec(K/F) . (Note that if K/F is an Z/2 x Z/2 extension, then 2 Bτ(K/F) is always equal to 2 Όec(K/F), see [T3] for instance.)
Our field F will be the rational function field in 3 variables over a field FQ of characteristic 0 that contains sufficiently many roots of unity. (For instance, FQ may be algebraically closed.) Our algebras will in fact be generalizations of the example given by Tignol in [T2] . Moreover, we will prove that for A, K, and F as above, A ®F L £ p Όec(K L/L) for any finite degree extension L/F with p \ [L : F] .
The special case n = 2 (and p odd) of these computations was done in [Sel] 
p-adic valuations on rational function fields.
Let p be a prime, which, for now, can be either odd or even. Let FQ be a field of characteristic 0. The subfield Q of FQ has a standard valuation v: Q -• Z obtained by writing any non-zero element in Q as p n a/b, where n, a, and b are integers, and p is relatively prime to a and b, and defining υ(p n a/b) = n. We will refer to any valuation on FQ that extends this distinguished valuation on Q as a p-adic valuation. Since the residue field of Q under v is Z/pZ, the residue of FQ under any p-adic valuation is of characteristic p. Now let F = FQ(XI , x 2 > > */c) be the rational function field over FQ in k indeterminates (k > 1), and let υ be a fixed p-adic valuation on FQ . Then v admits an extension w to F defined as follows: for any polynomial / e F 0 [xχ, x 2 , ... , x^], w(f) is the minimum of the values of the coefficients, and for / and g in FQ[X\ , x 2 , ... , x^],
(It is easy to check that w is indeed a valuation on F.) It can be shown that the residues x t of the x x (i = 1, ... , k) are algebraically independent over the residue FQ of Fo and that, moreover, F is precisely the rational function field Γ ? ^2 > > ^) (It is also clear from the definition of w that Γ F = Γy .) We will refer to w as the standard extension of v to F. Also, we will abuse notation and continue to write X; for the residues Xi.
REMARK 2.1. Furthermore, it can be shown that w is the unique extension of υ to F with the property that the values of the Xj are 0, and the residues of the jc f -are algebraically independent over F$. (See [B, §10, Proposition 2] .)
The following is well known, but we include a proof here for convenience. LEMMA 
Expanding the left-hand side of (1) and noting that θ p = π, we find
From this, as well as the fact that v(fo) = 0, we find that each of the expressions (fyifo/ΘY"* (i = 1, ... , p -1) has positive value. It follows that for any extension w of v from F to K, if w(s) < 0, then the left-hand side of (2) Λ. = (*f"-yO(^"-yO-
. Let ^ be the standard extension of any /?-adic valuation on FQ to F. The manner in which v extends from F to H n will be crucial to our Dec results, and the rest of §2 is devoted to this topic.
First, some notation. For p odd, and i = 1, 2, ... , p -1, let
and for p = 2, define Λ n (^i, x 2 , y) e X{xι ,xi,y]{n = 0, 1,2,...) by (7) A n (x!, χ 2 , y) = (x? + y 2 ) 2 χ 2 2 ^2 + (^2 2 + y 2 ) 2 χ\ y 1 .
REMARK 2.3. We will abuse notation and continue to write g n and h n for the images of g n and /*" in Z/pZ [x, y] For w G Z (n > 1), define a n e Q by ifn = l, 
Proof of Case 1 (continued).
We now use the claim above to inductively reduce (11) until it yields (12) φ n = a p +p a -bh 0 + δ, for some a e F with υ(a) = 0, some b <E F with z?(ό) = 0 and ϊ e P , and some ί e f with v{δ) > a n . Since p a J p = pi/p+i/p'+ +i/p" € f Oj it will follow immediately from Lemma 2.2 that v extends uniquely from F to H n , and Ή^ = T(h^p).
If n = 2, then (11) is already in the desired form, since φ\ € F p . Otherwise, we write (11) ho, for some a n GF with a n = φ n . x + [\p xlP ]]. By Lemma 2.8, «" < α 2 + 1/P for all n > 3 ._Observing that the residues of φ n _ x , ..., φ\ are all pth powers in F, we find that φ n is now in the form (12), and we are done. Otherwise, we write (13) with S n = a%-(2 a n)ψ n _ι ψ\(ho + e\), for some a n eF with a n = Ψn-ι + [[2 1 / 2 ]]. By Lemma 2.8 (or by more direct means), a n < 2 for all n > 3. Observing that the residues of ψ n -\, ... , ψ\ are all squares in F, we find that φ n is now in the form (15), and we are done. , L, ω n ) will denote the algebra generated over L by two symbols a and β subject to a p " = a, /^ = Z>, and aβ = ω n aβ, and will be referred to as a symbol algebra. Now let F -F §{x\, X2, y) be the rational function field over FQ in the three indeterminates X\, X2 ? and y. For each n > 1, define Λ = (Λ:I , xf -y p, F, ω) ®F {X2>xζ -y\P >F, ω). Proof. This is very similar to the proof of Proposition 2 in [Se2] , and we only sketch the proof. The factor (x x , x [ -y\p, F, ω) is NSR with respect to the Xi-adic valuation on F, with residue isomorphic to <Fb(*2 > *) 5 where z = y 1^.
Case 2 (p = 2). The basic steps for the
The factor (x 2 , xf -y p, ^0(^2 9 z) 9 ω) (i.e., defined over F$(x2, z)) is NSR with respect to the x\ -z adic valuation (with residue isomorphic to FQ(X^P)) . It follows from [JW, Theorem 5.15] for p = 2. Thus, we find that for p odd and / < n -1, if
, and for p = 2 and / < n -2, if
We find it convenient at this point to divide the proof according to whether p is odd or even.
Case 1 (p odd). Assume that
for some b\ and 6 2 G £*_!. By Lemma 3.1 and standard symbol algebra identities, xf xζ J Put z = y ι l pH . Then, extending scalars further to £"" = £"(z), and noting that xf and xζ are pth powers, we find (z 9 φ n ; p, E n , ω) ~ (b, φ n \ p, E n (x\, Xi, z) , where ho is as in §2. As with the polynomial ho, we will abuse notation and continue to write χ for the residue of ho under appropriate /?-adic valuations. Observe that over E n , </>" = (xj 7 -z pΆ )(x^ -z pn ), which, after renaming variables is indeed the same as the "</> w " of §2.
We first need an easy lemma:
LEMMA 3.3. Let p be a prime, and let (F, v) Proof. Let v f (1 < / < s) be the extensions of υ to K, and let denote the residues of # with respect to the valuations t>;. Let id enote the henselization of F with respect to υ, and let Kf^ denote the henselization of K with respect to v, (1 < / < s). Then (by [E, Theorem 17.17 (E n (φl/ p )/E n ), so
